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Introduction:
“Quality description” is an essential for the integration 
of phenotype information in bioinformatics�

Here �

Quality types 
(traits) 

Color 
Shape 
Length 

Quality-values 
(phenotypes) 

Nominal scale value (Blue, square, kinked) 
Ordinal scale value (long, quick, smooth, bright) 
Interval scale value (12℃) 
Rational scale value (10cm, 2mg/ml, 280K) 

Concentration 
Deviation 
Registance 

Yet Another Top-level Ontology (YATO) : The top-level framework to facilitate broad 
interoperability between different ontological frameworks�

BFO-OBI framework
Top-level: Basic Formal Ontology�
Bridge between biological domain level: Ontology for 
Biomedical Investigation�

YATO-GXO�framework
Top level: Yet Another Top-level Ontology
Bridge between biological domain level: Genetics Ontology

• YATO is the latest top-level “reference” ontology to 
build interoperability among top-level ontologies.

DOLCE
(Descriptive Ontology for 
Linguistic and Cognitive 
Engineering)

Two-hierarchy 
model 

GALEN
(Generalized Architecture for 
Languages, Encyclopaedias
and Nomenclatures in medicine)

Two-hierarchy 
model 

One-hierarchy 
model 

Two-hierarchy 
model 

<Object, Property>  
(e.g., <John, tall>) formalism  

<Object, Attribute, Value>  
(e.g., <John, height, 180cm>) 
formalism 

<Object, Property, Value> 
(e.g., <John, tallness, large>) 
formalism  

<Object, Attribute, Value>  
(e.g., <John, height, 180cm>) 
formalism 

Other quantitative 
descriptions in biology�

• No differentiation in quality: “quantity” 
is not defined in BFO.

Interoperability�

Interoperability�

Interoperability�

Interoperability�

Phenotypic quality ontology (PATO) is a BFO-
based ontology for phenotypic quality 
description for biological domain�

Ontology mapping between PATO to YATO-GXO 
(PATO term to YATO-GXO framework)�

Attribute: 
PATO terms of “attribute slim” are mapped 
according to the fundamental 
classification of Attribute.  

Quality value: 
the value measured by every scales, namely, 
nominal (categorical), ordinal, interval and 
rational scales (e.g. 10 cm).  

Property: 
 a specified Quality type obtained from the 
abstract Quality value, enables the 
systematic representation of a more detailed 
quality description  

YATO-GXO Quality description 
(Attribute and Quality value)

Dark red (color as value) 

Reddish 
(existence of redness) 

Deeply red (compared with 
normal) 
     (degree of redness) 

Example: 
Descrip/on of color of liver 
(pathological descrip/on) 

Ordinal value system: 
detailed specification 
of ordinary value 
depends on the 
various contexts. 

NEW �

Property is useful to represent advanced description of 
quality�

Ordinal value  

Attributes for fertility�

Properties for fertility�

Quality value (system) for fertility�

Ordinal value (playing “large”)  

Ordinal value (playing “small”)  

fertility value  

fertility value 
(increased fertility)  

fertility value 
(decreased fertility)  

(female-
increased..) 

(male-
increased..) 

(female-
decreased..) 

(male-
decreased..) 

We have worked out a trial of implementation of quality 
description in RIKEN-SciNeS system (RDF/OWL based 
database)
https://database.riken.jp/sw/ 
https://database.riken.jp/sw/view#RIA00110 

Download RDF 

Export to Protégé  
(common ontology viewer/editor) 

http://www.brc.riken.jp/lab/bpmp/Ontologies/PATO2YATO/P2Y_Quality.html 

Dependent 
 entity 

Unit ontology is integrated. 


